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Color Clickz Handy Color Picker Who Else Wants To Learn The Hidden Secrets Of Every Single Color

Straight Off Your Screen Through A No-Nonsense Super Handy Color Picker? Cutting-edge web site

design is not limited to the bells and whistles of layouts, but includes elements like font, size, frames and

most importantly, colors. Dear Friend, Colors affect the aesthetic sensibilities of the users; they can either

immediately hate or love your website because of the colors you use. The warmth and feel of your web

site - its ambience - is a fundamental factor that captures on-line visitors to your e-commerce portal. It

either invites or dissuades their attention. Pixels, backgrounds and foregrounds, use of geometric figures,

and in terms of shape, size, color, contrast and appeal characterize a web page's texture. Photographs

and halftones provide your web pages with a cheerful dimension. All these have to work in perfect

harmony to create a captivating and engaging visual delight. Color and texture has a tremendous impact

on users emotionally because the best texture and color combination is not only seen, but felt as well.

This is why users unconsciously develop an unexplained attraction to a web site, and choose to lengthen

their stay. Although there is no single bullet formula to guarantee that everybody will feel the same

towards a particular web site with a particular color scheme, there are color guidelines and techniques

that have a favorable influence in a web site's overall appeal to users, which you can use to your

advantage. It's Quick, Easy And Step-By-Step Color Clickz V 1.0 provides you with the capability to pick

and capture a single color off a gradient even if it is less than 5 pixels. Color Clickz makes picking a color

off the screen as easy and simple as moving the mouse over the area of the screen and allows you to

single out each and every color that makes that "hard to get gradient" easy to reproduce! Color Clickz

gives you the capability to capture any color off your computer screen fast and easily with just a few clickz
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regardless if there are 256,000 shades of a single color! Having the advantage of Color Clickz in your

color-and-design critical web site design projects already cuts your research time in half, allowing you to

use your time more efficiently. ColorClickz is one of the color tools that will enhance your knowledge of

using colors strategically to your advantage and influencing your clients' decisions! It will separate you

from the field and keep you ahead of the competition - anytime, all the time!
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